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WELCOME
A B O A R D

Welcome on board Bliss Cruise charter 
on one of our  favorite premium 
cruise lines---Celebrity, sailing to the 
Southern Caribbean on Reflection.

Your Bliss Travel Agent, Bliss Cruise staff, workshop 
presenters and Bliss Partners Thank You for your 
business and continued support. 
While you’re here, choose to cruise again with Bliss 
next April or November, 2023.   Check in with  your 
favorite travel agent for availability and BOOK IT 
with a deposit....they’ve got your cabin.
Events, special entertainment and music for Bliss 
cruises reflect YOUR ideas and suggestions about 
your choices  of itineraries, themes, entertainment 
and workshop (“playshops”...it’s NOT work) you want 
to experience. When you’re invited to contribute your 
cruise evaluation, take the time to help design future 
Bliss Cruise departures. We listen to you and read 
EVERY evaluation for new content and suggestions 
including plenty of options for non-lifestyle couples 
to meet each other.

TIPS
Read your daily newsletter delivered to your cabin 
each evening about next day’s events, workshops and 
theme night. Read the online Cruise Compass on the 
Bliss Cruise App and the Bliss Cruise Program to find 
out information about events, workshops and theme 
nights. Plan your day and night but leave flexibility 
in case you meet and match up with another couple’s 
vibes...so  you don’t miss THAT fun either.
CHOICES  Where to dine, what to wear, where you 
can enjoy a tan all over, what parties to attend and 
whether to participate in the lifestyle...there’s no 
wrong answer and nobody’s grading you....so meet 
everyone you can, bust loose and have a blast. 

QUESTIONS?
 1)  Do I have to be nude? - NO
 2) Will I be expected to participate in 

any lifestyle activities? - NO

            

NO MEANS NO!

RESPECT OTHERS!

NO DRUGS
AND

NO PUBLIC SEX!
  

NEWCOMERS
If you’re new to adult cruising and Bliss specifically,  
you’re invited to attend the newcomer’s orientation 
“Sensual Discovery For The First Time Aboard 
BLISS” from 3pm - 4pm. Location: Celebrity Central 
on Deck 4. The orientation is voluntary.  Enjoy the 
Meet & Greet opportunities to meet other couples.   
If you miss orientation, don’t worry:  Ask any Bliss 
Volunteer for help..... look for them in easy to spot 
blue or yellow Bliss shirts. Or stop by the Bliss Cruise 
office for help.  See below.

BLISS HELP DESK
Visit the Bliss Cruise help desk.  It’s located in the 
Future Cruise Vacations on Deck 4. The Bliss Help 
Desk is open and staffed daily so don’t be afraid to ask.
How do I meet anyone?  Our favorite advice: Just open 
your mouth...You may be surprised what happens.  
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Be creative and talk to everyone you meet....another 
couple may be nervously looking  for  someone like 
you two,  too. You all have one thing in common:  
Either you’re a newbie or you’re not.  Either way, 
you’ll find it’s a good way to start the conversation.
INCREDIBLE COUPLES AND 
INCREDIBLE CREW
Bliss Volunteers, passengers and crew are excited to 
meet you.  Tips are prepaid and included.  However, 
if you feel a crew member has exceeded your 
expectations, you’re free to show your appreciation.

WHO’S HELPING?
Bliss Cruise is honored to welcome and thank many 
who volunteered to be Bliss Volunteers.  If you have 
questions, just ask your Bliss hosts who are wearing 
blue Bliss shirts. The Bliss security team is here to 
help, too...look for the “men and women in neon 
yellow.”

NEXT CRUISES?
Sign up on board with your Travel Agent or at the 
Bliss Cruise help desk for future Bliss Cruise charters.
Thank you again for your business from:   Bliss 
Cruise affiliate travel agencies, volunteers and Bliss 
Volunteers.
Partners,

Brian, Haiyan & Wayne, Shelley & Joe, 
Champagne (Donna) & James

Production Team
Carlos, Janis, Tania, Maria, Malcolm, and our 
amazing Bliss Cruise Team

• Read this Bliss Cruise program completely. 
• TIP: Visit the website:
 https://reflection.blisscruise.com  to view 

the online cruise compass and Bliss Cruise 
Program for daily activities.

• See your cabin TV for Bliss Cruise and ship’s 
information channels.

• Consult information monitors and event 
boards located in the public areas.

• Attend the Meet & Greets, Newcomers’ 
reception, seminars and workshops.

• Ask Bliss Cruise volunteer staff located 
throughout the ship in blue and yellow shirts.

• Visit the Bliss Help desk on deck 4, open 
daily at scheduled times.

• Enjoy shore excursions when in port....they’re 
a blast!

HAPPENING?
WHAT’S

ALERT
Crew members are prohibited from 

participation in any form of sexual 
activity (Playtime) with Bliss passengers. 

They are completely off-limits as they 
will LOSE their much needed job. 
Passengers may also be removed 

from the ship at the discretion of ship 
management for violations of this policy.  
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BLISS CRUISE partners bio

Joe and Shelley were instrumental in the push to start Bliss Cruise back in 2014, 
and although they come from different business backgrounds, Joe in Real Estate 
development, and Shelley in Computer Programming, their involvement in the lifestyle 
that started shortly after they met 25 years ago, led them into many aspects of the 
lifestyle business. They started by hosting countless house parties, which evolved into 
owning Exquisite Affairs, a luxury hotel takeover group in South Florida. They also 
had a partnership with a swingers club in Sunrise Florida in the early 2000’s. In 2010, by 
combining their passion for traveling the world with years in the lifestyle, they started 
Topless Travel in the fall of 2010 in partnership with the owner of SLS.com. Topless 
Travel has now evolved into one of the largest volume lifestyle travel agencies in the 

world and currently maintains a full time ‘in office’ staff; RJ in Sales, Linda as Cruise Counselor, Robyn as Resort Expert & Customer 
Service, Chelsea as lead hostess and of course their lovable Entertainment Director, Party Marc. Today they are routinely selling thousands 
of lifestyle cruise cabins and thousands of room nights at lifestyle resorts. In addition, they create incredible boutique ‘bucket list’ vacations 
for lifestyle couples that have a passion for travel to exotic destinations around the world with like-minded lifestyle couples; like their 
signature National Geographic African Safari with the next one being in Sept 2023. Meet Shelley where she will be working daily at the Bliss 
Guest Relations desk, or Joe along with the rest of the Topless Travel staff, daily at the Topless Travel customer service desk. 

Jim & Donna, aka James & Champagne, as owners of FOX Travel & Castaways Travel, were excited 
to join BLISS in 2014.“ Since 1984, we’ve done something in every kind of travel we can and in 2019 
& 2020, FOX Travel was honored to earn one of 25 top spots for an American Express Rep Excellence 
Award Nationwide. Castaways formally started in 1991. Jim & Donna have let their passion, which 
drives them, to share new experiences with clients while watching their clients’ enjoyment of that 
new adventure. “We’ve just witnessed the making of a new memory which no one can take away 
from them! That’s a very special place to be.” Jim & Donna started lifestyle groups in Jamaica back 
in 1989, adding Curacao, Belize & Mexico resort takeovers & European Riverboat charters to the 
mix through the years. We love doing “Bucket List” travel too! We like to introduce our clients to a 
new experience where they can have FUN, meet great people and enjoy wherever they are at their 
age & stage in life. And, converting our “Vanilla” travelers to a Castaways group trip is “Icing on the 
Cake”. Remember: There are NO “Have To’s” on our Bliss cruise. That’s what makes it more FUN! 
Don’t miss James & Champagne’s seminar “Sensual Discovery For The First Time Aboard BLISS” 
from 3pm - 4pm on arrival Day 1 in Celebrity Central on Deck 4.

As the founder and owner of SwingLifeStyle.com, the world’s largest lifestyle website, Brian was a perfect 
choice as partner for Bliss cruise. Brian was chosen as the first president of Bliss Cruise by a unanimous 
vote of the partners due to his leadership ability and great business sense. The community of SLS and the 
resources available to market the cruises were exceptional and a must have. His work with International 
Swingers Day, Vegas Exchange, Topless Travel and Lifestyle Magazine as well as extensive relationships 
with clubs, groups and resorts was instrumental in bringing the industry together to make this company 
the new gold standard, trusted by all. 

BRIAN

JAMES &  
CHAMPAGNE 

WAYNE & HAIYAN

JOE & SHELLEY 

Our passion is strictly cruising. We have been on over 150 cruises with RCI and CELEBRITY and know 
every deck plan, cabin type and perk offered. Just like the LIFESTYLE, choosing a cabin is LOCATION, 
LOCATION, LOCATION. If you have any kind of problem during the charter and do not know who to 
contact to resolve the issue - please see Wayne, as we know what channels to take and how to get things 
done. Enjoy the charter.
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Directors & Production Team Bio
CARLOS - PRODUCTION DIRECTOR

Carlos joined the adult lifestyle in 2010. He is the owner of ShareNation Events, Inc. founded in 2012 and is 
the prime sponsor of Glow Night on Bliss Cruise. Beyond lifestyle hotel parties, Carlos was recruited by Bliss 
partners in 2014 to help develop the inaugural program aboard the Celebrity Silhouette. He has served as the 
charter Production Director since. As the lead director, Carlos oversees the highly talented host couple and 
security team, and helps execute the full entertainment program for each charter. Carlos also oversees logistics 
relating to the U.S. Customs and Border Patrol in relation to shipping and receiving and content in the Bliss 
Cruise warehouse. Carlos has also worked in his career in  multiple political directorships and routinely 
developed large conferences and conventions. He is also a Realtor, and a managing associate for health products 
via an international distributor. He is excellent with communication as shown in a prior journalist stint, even 
winning 1st Place in Investigative Reporting by the North Carolina Press Association (2015) uncovering child 
abuse failures by its state. The story led to an overhaul of the state’s foster care industry. Carlos resides in the 

“Live Free or Die” state of New Hampshire with his girlfriend Amanda who is his partner in ShareNation, and when off-duty is commonly seen 
with Amanda dancing the night away.

MALCOLM – BLISS CRUISE DIRECTOR 

Malcolm originally from Maryland outside of Washington DC, and currently lives in Fort Lauderdale. 
Graduate of University of Maryland, he has worked in tourism and keeping people happy fields since 
college. He has worked for Club Med, Universal Studios and Warner Brothers. Currently he leads hiking, 
biking and multi-sport trips around the world with Backroads and has been the Cruise Director for  
Atlantis Events for 18+ years. Bliss. Welcome aboard. 

MARIA - OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR

Bliss Cruise Office Administrator Maria was born in Cuba raised in South Florida and has been a part 
of the travel industry for over 30 years the last 10+ years working for one of the internet’s largest cruise 
specialists in the industry as an affiliate Administrator. I am very happy to call Bliss my home and work 
with such wonderful and caring people! I will be at the Bliss Help Desk on Deck 4 to continue to assist 
clients and agents.

TANIA - EVENT COORDINATOR 

Tania started out sailing as a Bliss Cruise team member in 2016 and has been the Event Coordinator for 
the past 3+ years. As the Bliss Cruise Event Coordinator she works as part of the Production Team to 
assist in the development of the cruise entertainment program as well as many other things involved in the 
development of the cruise.

MARIA 

TANIA 

JANIS 

JANIS – MANAGING DIRECTOR 

Janis was recruited by Bliss partners in 2014 to help the inaugural program aboard the Celebrity Silhouette. 
She serves as Managing Director for Bliss Cruise. No stranger to large gatherings, Janis has served in a 
variety of executive and event management positions in politics and her career included business ownership 
in Real Estate Title Insurance. She transitioned into the adult lifestyle in 2010 and is the past founder/
owner of ShareNation Events, Inc and most recently the owner of World Travel Events Corporation. For 
Bliss Cruise, Janis helps develop and shape the Bliss Cruise mission, and most importantly, directs its team 
to meet the needs of the complex nature of executing a lifestyle charter. Janis resides in the state of North 
Carolina.

CARLOS

MALCOLM
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Dawn and I would like to take this 
opportunity to welcome everyone 

onboard the beautiful Celebrity Reflection 
for this amazing Bliss Charter. We are 
going to take you behind the scenes and 
let you in on all our secrets for you to get 
the most enjoyment out of your BLISS 
EXPERIENCE.   

Seminars
Where else other than a Bliss cruise are 
you going to have the chance to attend 
interactive seminars and workshops on 
squirting, rope play, blindfolds, orgies, 
and how to build a stronger connection 
in your relationship? Seminars are also an 
amazing way to meet other couples. Take 
what you learn and bring it back to the 
bedroom. Some seminars and workshops 
have limited spaces so you will need a 
wristband to attend and are available 
starting at 2:00 p.m. on Day 1 at the 
Bliss Help Desk in the Next Cruise office. 
Wristbands sell fast so don’t wait. New 
to Reflection, workshops with beds you 
can now purchase a bed to yourself for 
$125/couple, or $100.00/couple to share 
with another couple. This is a great way 
to save some money and to meet new 
couples at the same time.

Drink Packages
A package allows you the opportunity to 
try many new and interesting cocktails, 
wines, and beers. In fact, each bar offers 
their own signature drinks to enjoy. If one 
is not quite to your liking, no problem, 
just try another. Please note, Celebrity 
requires that all passengers in the cabin 
must purchase the same package unless 
you have a note from your doctor that 
you cannot drink alcohol, or you are 
pregnant. Drink packages are available 
from any bar on ship and on this charter, 
the Deluxe Drink Package is only $95.00 
per person per day plus tip.

Specialty Dining 
In Reflection’s specialty dining, enjoy 
handmade pasta, lobster prepared 
tableside, and animated performances. 
You can purchase your dinners individually 
or purchase a 3 Night Dining Package at 
the discounted price of $155.00 plus 18% 
gratuity. You can use this package to dine 
at Tuscan Grille, Murano, Le Petit Chef™ at 
Quisine, or at the Lawn Club Grill. Here is 
a little secret, most specialty restaurants 
are also open with a limited menu for 
lunch on sea days so keep an eye on the 
daily compass for hours. 

Clothing Optional 
Options
In Aruba, enjoy Bliss EXCLUSIVE clothing 
optional catamaran excursions! Set sail 
and enjoy the view. For clothing optional 
beach excursions, Bliss had excursions 
arranged in both Curacao and Aruba, 
but in both cases Bliss was advised that 
government would arrange for local 
police to make arrests. No one wants to 
end their vacation that way. 

On ship, there are no shortage of places 
where nudity is allowed when at sea; 
including the Lawn Club. Few ships offer 
a quiet green oasis, but on Reflection you 
can relax on the lush grass with a towel 
and enjoy the sun without worries of a 
tan line. As always, you can also be nude 
on the pool deck when we are not in port 
and topless in the disco at night.

Indulge in the Spa
After a long day, or maybe a long 
night, indulge in a spa treatment. The 
Reflection Spa offers couples massages, 
detox wraps/body therapies, facials, hair 
& nail services, and MedSpa cosmetic 
treatments. Special to Celebrity Reflection 
is the Persian Garden inside the spa. 

Guests can book the Persian Garden pass 
which includes the use of aqua-therapy 
environments, aromatic steam rooms, 
and heated stone loungers with an ocean 
view. Guests booked in an AquaClass 
stateroom have complimentary access to 
the Persian Garden as well as access to a 
Spa Concierge, priority spa reservations, 
and in-room fitness amenities with two 
yoga mats. Captains Club members with 
Elite status and above get complimentary 
access to the Persian Garden on one day 
of your choice while the ship is in port. 
Select members and above have access 
to spa discounts excluding MedSpa 
treatments.

Daily Video
Tune in every morning to the Bliss channel 
to see my daily video with more exciting 
tips and information from what is going 
on. 

We’ll see you around the ship!!

Jon & Dawn

EMBARKING
with Jon & Dawn
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THE SECRET TO 
MAKING CONSENT HOT
When you’re on a ship full of sexy people it’s easy to jump right in for a hug, a kiss, or a quick fondle. 

However, not everyone has the same comfort zones, so confirming consent is one of the lessons I teach 
in my ‘Swinging 101’ Class. The best part: it can make your casual encounters even hotter.

My suggestion is to try playing with full consent.  How do you do that?  Ask first and wait for a definite ‘yes’ answer 
before you do anything. Think of it this way, the ultimate safe word is “yes.” And guess what? You are flirting on a 
swingers cruise, so it’s a good idea to make sure you have the consent of everyone involved. This is helpful when 
you are warming up to other couples at a bar and crucial when negotiating full-on swinger play or a kink scene.
Curious? Continue reading, only if your answer is, you guessed it, “YES” 
It’s a sexy dance that’s all about the slow buildup. Start with a flirtatious question, and only move forward once you 
have that undeniable “yes.” When you play this way, the questions become verbal foreplay.  If you’re creative, it can 
also lead to some very sexy dirty talk.
‘Playing with Consent’ works so perfectly because EVERYONE loves to be asked. The act of asking shows respect, 
and building on each “yes” increases the anticipation for the fun to come. 
Here is an example of how things can continue to build. If you are planning a swing tryst, don’t forget you need the 
approval of everyone before moving into the hot and heavy stuff.

Articles on the Lifestyle

continued next page
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Here is a quick 
fill-in-the-blank 
template for asking:
“Would you like to get a ______?” 
 -If the answer is, “yes,” get that drink, fresh air, 

place to sit, or whatever your opening idea is. 

“You look so ____, can I have a hug?” 
 -If the person says “yes,” enjoy the hug, tell 

them how much you enjoyed it, and get ready 
for the next question.

“Your ___ looks so ___. Can I touch it?” 
 -A “yes” here gives you the chance to run your 

hand up his muscular arm, or your fingers up 
her bare back. Things are getting hotter.

“You look so ___, may I kiss you?
 -Hearing a “yes” here means things are really 

heating up. If you get it, take your time, ask for 
another, and another. 

As this demonstrates, begin with introductory 
questions and build to more erotic. As you get into 
more intimate situations asking again and again makes 
for a sexier experience.
For couples who say, “I don’t know what to say,” or, “I 
don’t know how to flirt,” this is a great way to ease into 
those conversations. 
When considering this approach, a few men I’ve 
talked to in the lifestyle have said in their swinging 

relationship they always wait for the female half of 
the couple to make the move.  The idea of trying 
something like this was outside their personal rules. 
Personally, I like to be flirted with and I don’t see a 
gentleman asking for a hug or kiss as an un-welcomed 
imposition, but it’s good to know some couples might.  
How can you know?  Ask!  ‘Is it okay for me to flirt 
with your wife.’ Again, only proceed if you get the, 
“yes.” 
Like I mentioned, I like to be asked. It makes me feel 
sexy and desired.  But the bottom line here is I like 
to be asked, not grabbed. If you do not get the, “yes,” 
you do not have consent.  The best thing about this 
approach is it prevents you from doing the wrong 
thing if you aren’t sure.  
The good news is, if you are offended by a man or 
anyone asking if they could hug or kiss, you can 
gracefully turn down the offer with a “no thank-you.” 
No harm, no foul.  

How can you tell if 
the answer was a yes, 
no, or maybe?
The key to really making consent hot is to only proceed 
when you have a clear and definite ‘yes.’   Here are 
four different scenarios that will help you know which 
answer you have.
You ask that cute girl if you can ‘XYZ’ In response 
she…
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1. Says, ‘no.’  No means NO.  
2. Says ‘maybe.’  This can be tricky, but maybe 

means NO.
3. She flips her hair, flashes you a cute smile, 

flutters her eyelashes, bites her lip and gives 
you a come hither look.  This one is trickiest 
of all.  Her body’s saying yes, but she hasn’t 
said it so, this one is also a NO.

4. She says ‘Yes’ –  and only yes means yes.

Insider Secret: try hesitating again or asking if she’s 
sure.  Tell her you want to hear her say it again.… 
and wait for her to beg yes!  Things are getting even 
hotter.
If you are curious to see this flirting technique 
in action? Join me in the Celebrity Central on 
Monday, Day 2 at 11:30am.  ‘Swinging 101 for New 
Couples’ 

Lynn Olivari, CHt
lynnolivari.com

Lynn is a Mind-
Body Connection 
Expert. Her 
superpower is an 
intuitive view - it’s 
as if she can see 
right into someone 
and know what is 
holding them back. 

And the good news is she also sees simple solutions to 
remove those barriers.
She is a Master Hypnotist, and hypnotherapist 
specializing in Rapid Transformation. Studied at 
the University of Iowa and postgraduate at Aurora 
University.
Lynn has shared her skillset on more than 38 swinger 
cruises and is passionate about helping couples get 
the most out of their cruise experiences. Lynn is also 
the founder of TheSwingerCruise.com and has been 
teaching new couples how to use the lifestyle to make 
their relationship stronger for 16 years.
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UNICORNS, ORGIES, AND GANG BANGS, OH MY! 
Whether it’s your first or 14th time aboard, you’ll discover that 
Bliss Cruise offers a dizzying array of new experiences and sexual-
bucket-list (aka “Fucket List”) opportunities that you may not have 
the chance to explore back home. It’s why we love lifestyle cruising 
after all… it gives us the chance to explore new, unique, and sexy 
possibilities. With all these options, it might feel overwhelming 
to try to make the most of these experiences without risking 
uncertainty or regret. Read on for a checklist of things to consider 
if you’d like to confidently explore your fantasies and have more 
fun turning them into reality! 

TALK ABOUT FANTASIES IN ADVANCE: 
Sex may be an art, not a science, but even the best painters 
still choose their palette ahead of time. Laying out the proper 
groundwork before seeking out your play partners is going to be 
the most critical factor in whether or not you look back on your 
experience as positive or negative. All it takes is a little conversation! 
If you skip the preparation step, you are likely to get inconsistent 
results and stories that sound like everyone else’s - some good, 
some bad, some discouragingly dramatic. But if you take the time, 
you can expect much better, and more frequent results. 

PERMISSION TO BE HONEST: 
Give yourselves the permission to be completely honest with 
each other and speak your true thoughts, feelings, and desires. It’s 
important to let your partner know what’s on your mind, because 
that way they can help make that dream a reality. Who knows, 
maybe they have the same idea and were just waiting for you to 
say something first! Authenticity can feel scary, but it only deepens 
healthy relationships. First off, don’t yuck your partner’s yums, 
even if they don’t initially want the same things as you. You both 
need to feel that it’s OK to be turned on by an idea - even the ones 
that sound crazy! 

SAFETY IS SEXY: 
Without a feeling of safety you can’t expect to have a very exciting 
fantasy life. A lack of psychological safety makes sex feel stagnant 
and boring. Remember that, for now it’s just an idea, it’s not real. 
You can always take baby steps towards a fantasy, or choose not to 
pursue it at all. Just don’t become angry or upset after hearing your 
partner’s fantasies - thoughts alone are not transgressions. 

NO SIGN OF TROUBLE: 
Fantasies don’t have to make anyone feel insecure either. Having 
a fantasy doesn’t mean that you are lacking anything in your 
relationship. On the contrary, those with the most loving and 
fulfilling relationships are the best equipped to try something new! 
Adding new fantasies to your existing relationship is like putting 
seasoning on delicious food. It adds to an already great situation! 
Because even without the extra spice, you still have a nourishing 
meal. When done thoughtfully, fantasies offer a safe outlet to 
explore yourself and your partner. 

NO DISTRACTIONS: 
It’s best to propose a fantasy idea when you have plenty of time 
to talk and there aren’t too many distractions (yes, even being 
hungry or tired are a distraction from meaningful conversation!). 
We recommend chatting with your partner at a time when you’re 
both in a calm and happy headspace. This makes it less likely that 
you’ll get a negative reaction based on something unrelated to the 
topic at hand. Good times might be during your morning coffee 
together (even better after a steamy night of passion!), relaxing in 
the solarium, or before getting ready for the evening’s activities. 

NO CONCERN IS TOO SMALL: 
Remember, it’s called “playtime” for a reason… we’re here to have 
fun! So if talking out a fantasy starts to make either of you feel 
uncomfortable, take the time to process those feelings with each 
other so you can uncover what may be triggering them. For example, 
if the idea of an orgy sounds fun, but someone is concerned about 
feeling “left-out”, then take the time to talk through that fear before 
proceeding. Don’t steamroll over your partner’s concerns - not 
even a little bit! Because if you do, those lingering concerns will 
pop-up mid-fantasy and have the potential to ruin the experience 
for everyone. 

IT’S OK TO NOT KNOW WHAT YOU WANT: 
It’s not uncommon for someone to say “I don’t have any fantasies”, 
especially when they are already feeling satisfied with their partner. 
That’s not to say they don’t enjoy the idea of spicing things up, but 
maybe they haven’t had the opportunity to think of something new, 
or don’t even know what’s possible. You may have to go first, and 
introduce a fantasy of yours to your partner to help them think 
more deeply about what they’d want. Or you may have to directly 
tell them which fantasies you are already OK with them exploring 
so they can feel that psychological safety we previously mentioned. 
This isn’t always a short process either. You may have to have 
discussions before/after multiple events before your partner starts 
coming up with their own ideas. 

SET YOUR BOUNDARIES EARLY: 
If there is anything that you definitely DO NOT want to happen, 
tell your partner about it as early in the process as you can! 
Fantasy discussions go much better when you are starting from 
the assumption that none of your boundaries will be accidentally 
crossed. Of course, we are always concerned with respecting our 
partners, but it’s very helpful to remind each other of that at the 
start of any important discussion. Even when the discussion can be 
fun, like talking about fantasies often is, it’s important to not get too 
carried away in the moment. This is precisely the fear that people 
have when trying something new: that someone will accidentally 
go too far. So give yourselves more reason to feel confident by 
always making sure to discuss boundaries whenever you talk about 
a new fantasy. 

SOMETIMES A FANTASY... 
By Mike & Lilly of Diretto Lifestyle Skills
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HYPOTHETICALS AREN’T ALWAYS HELPFUL: 
Part of the fun with fantasies can be thinking about all the 
details; the who, what, when, where, and how. This also doubles 
as setting boundaries so the playtime itself will be smoother 
and less awkward. That said, some people just don’t work well 
with hypothetical situations, and asking them to think about all 
of these details can feel overwhelming and uncomfortable. If 
this is the case in your relationship, remember that you cannot 
predict the future no matter how detailed your hypothetical 
scenarios are. Something unexpected is bound to happen and 
it’s easier to practice accepting the uncertainty than it is to try 
planning for everything. This is another reason why it’s so 
important to set your boundaries - it’s a lot easier for us to 
know what we do not want to happen, than guess about what 
we might hypothetically do. Boundaries provide safety and 
security, hypotheticals do not. 

SOLO OR 1-1 FANTASIES: 
Despite being swingers, your fantasies do not always have to 
involve other people! Maybe there is a sexy scene that you’ve 
been wanting to play out with your partner like role-playing, 
a new position, or using a new toy together. But what about 
using that new toy all by yourself? That’s fine too! In fact, it’s 
often when we are all by ourselves that we come up with new 
fantasies. Fantasizing alone can also be a great way to become 
more acclimated to the concept of your fantasy. For example, 
if you’ve never been part of an orgy, try fantasizing about one 
while you are masturbating and see if it makes the experience 
hotter. 

YOU CAN ALWAYS CHANGE YOUR MIND: 
Remember that you always have the option to “pull the 
parachute” and end the activity. Just be sure that you and your 
partner have established a safe-word or signal beforehand so 
you know what to watch for. (If you need help, we cover how 
to establish signals in-depth in our Approach, Connect, & Play 
seminar.) Consent should be enthusiastic, frequently renewed, 
and can be rescinded at any moment for any reason. If this 
happens, be sure to immediately stop what you are doing, 
respond to your partner’s needs compassionately, and - if you 
ever want to make another attempt at the fantasy - DO NOT 
make them feel bad for calling a stop to it! If you respond 
thoughtfully enough, they will actually feel more encouraged 
to try again later. People have to feel comfortable saying no 
before they can truthfully say yes, so how you respond to 
disappointment makes a big difference. 

SOME WAYS TO INTRODUCE FANTASIES: 
• “I am incredibly satisfied with everything we do together, 

so anything new we try is a bonus. That said, I’m curious 
about <fantasy>. What do you think about it?”

• “It wouldn’t hurt my feelings if you wanted to try <a fantasy 
that you suspect your partner has but might be too shy to 
say it>” 

• “I think it would be very sexy to watch <fantasy>. Does that 
turn you on too?”

• “Let’s say you feel totally safe and comfortable with everyone 
in the room. Would you feel turned on if <fantasy>?” 

• “Can you think of something we haven’t tried before that 



might make you feel extra sexy tonight? …I might have an idea if you don’t…” 
• “I saw/heard about <fantasy> and it made me think of trying it, would you be interested 

in that too?” 
We’re going to assume that you already know how to find your fantasy play partners 
because we don’t have enough room here to include all our advice on that topic. For that 
you’ll have to come check out our Approach, Connect, & Play seminar or ask us in-person 
during our nightly Party Games M&G! We’ll be happy to tell you the best way to seek out 
and ask for what you want. 
Bliss has various Meet & Greets that are designed to facilitate play. Keep an eye on 
the Daily Compass to see what may be the best fit for your fantasy. For example, 
if the lady of the couple is looking for an experience with another woman, the 
“Ladies Only” M&G would be a perfect place to start. Same goes for those 
who are looking to add a single to a playtime experience - they can go to the 
“Hall-Pass” M&G. 
If your fantasy includes multiple people, or some kind of exhibitionism , 
then the playrooms are a perfect place to bring those desires to life. On 
the other hand, if your fantasy involves a more intimate experience 
like a 3-some or hall-pass, a cabin will offer more privacy. 
Looking to explore something more kinky? Be sure to go find the 
Carnivale Risque team in the fetish room! These onboard BDSM 
experts can teach you all about different types of impact play, 
sensory play, rope bondage, alter egos, and more. While they 
may look intimidating, this group is incredibly welcoming 
and encourages anyone who is interested in learning how 
to incorporate BDSM into the bedroom to come up and 
say hello! They will not only demonstrate, but teach you 
and your partner how to recreate the kinky scene on your 
own. 
Physical and emotional aftercare is always important 
post-playtime and especially when something new is 
explored. Make sure that you plan some alone time 
with your partner afterwards to talk about how the 
experience made each other feel. Was there something 
that surprised you in a good way? Would you like to 
do that again? Or maybe you learned that it wasn’t 
exactly what you had imagined and don’t want to do 
it again. That’s all OK! As the song goes “It’s just a 
fantasy, it’s not the real thing. Sometimes a fantasy 
is all you need!”

Mike & Lilly of Diretto 
Lifestyle Skills 
From the wall-flowers to the social 
butterflies, Bliss wants to make 
every passenger’s experience feel 
special! Our Bliss Ambassadors, 
Mike and Lilly Diretto (of 
Diretto Lifestyle Skills) are 
here to help make sure 
you have as much fun as 

possible, and maybe even more than you imagined! With 
their authentic passion for helping people navigate and 
connect in the Lifestyle, Mike and Lilly are excited to 
help you make memories with friends onboard, and in 
bed! You’re encouraged to join the dynamic duo at Speed 
Dating, their multiple seminars, and nightly Party Games 
M&G. Whether it’s your first or fourteenth Bliss Cruise, the 
Diretto’s are here to help you make the most of this amazing 
lifestyle adventure!
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PORT
fun

Located on the picturesque southern coast, Oranjestad is the historic Dutch 
capital of Aruba, where the traditional, tall, multicolored houses combine carved 
wooden doors and typical Dutch tiles with open-air patios. The charm of the city 
complements the beauty of this popular Caribbean island where the Dutch and 
indigenous cultures have merged to give Aruba its unique atmosphere. Today’s 
visitors can enjoy this culture along with beautiful beaches, excellent snorkeling 
and exciting nightlife.

ORANJESTAD, ARUBA

Curacao is the largest of the six islands that comprise the Netherlands Antilles. It 
gained autonomy from the Netherlands in 1954, but the Dutch influence is still very 
visible in Willemstad’s architecture and culture. With the growth of the oil industry 
in Curacao in the early 20th century, workers and their families came to the island 
from more than 50 countries, providing a varied and vibrant population. Everyone 
should experience the sights, sounds and energy of this unique destination. You’ll 
feel as if you are in Amsterdam, not on a Caribbean island.

WILLEMSTAD, 
CURACAO
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Why Wait In Line?Why Wait In Line?

Scan here to book your next Scan here to book your next 
Bliss Cruise and get back to Bliss Cruise and get back to 

PLAYING!PLAYING!
Visit Amanda of ShareNation Events daily at the Martini Bar (Deck 4) from 5:30-6:30 
for your complimentary booking gift or send a text to 603-706-0830.

S h a r e N a t i o n E v e n t s . c o m



LIFESTYLE CRUISING 
Cellar Masters - Deck 4

Immerse yourself in the culture of fine wine. Taste your way through 
Celebrity’s familiar wines and new discoveries from around the world. 

With a swipe of your SeaPass card, it pours your choice directly from the 
bottle to your glass. Expert sommeliers stand by to offer their insights on 

wine selection—an integral part of our epicurean lifestyle.

CASTAWAYS TRAVEL 
Martini Bar - Deck 4
This totally cool ice-topped bar embodies the concept. 
Write your name in the frost, as the talented bartenders 
put on a high-energy show, preparing classic and creative 
martinis, including the 20-Year Martini celebrating our 20th 
anniversary. Sample the collection of popular and rare vodkas 
and the portfolio of fine caviars. Lean back in a plush high-
back chair and enjoy some up-tempo tunes.

RIGHT CONNECTIONS TRAVEL 
Passport Bar - Deck 3

Wind down your day with classical music by Celebrity’s string 
quartet, or rev it up with jazz, Big Band, and popular tunes. 

The Passport Bar’s inviting position, right off the Grand Foyer, 
means this may be the first, but not the last, place you stop 
to sink into a chair and enjoy a cocktail. From this central 

location, it’s great for people watching.

Sponsored
VENUES
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THESWINGERCRUISE.COM 
Café Al Bacio - Deck 5
Relax any time of day with specialty coffees and teas, pastries, 
gourmet sandwiches, and gelato. The warm atmosphere, 
comfortable furniture, and sweet scent of freshly baked goods 
create an instant emotional connection. Expert baristas make 
your perfect cup of coffee every time, and pastries and snacks 
are fresh morning, noon, and night. Stop by in the evening for 
a specialty dessert cocktail and chat about the great meal you 
had or wonderful show you enjoyed.

SWINGLIFESTYLE.COM
Ensemble Lounge - Deck 5
This elegant space is the perfect prequel or sequel to your 
incredible dining experience. Have an aperitif on your way or 
a digestif after. Ensemble Lounge hosts live entertainment by 
world-class musicians and a dressed-for-dinner crowd.

EROTIC ADULT TRAVEL (EAT)
World Class Bar - Deck 5
The first World Class Bar brings the high standards of fine 
dining to the spirited world of cocktails. Welcome to “fine 
drinking” experience, where making your cocktail is just 
as exciting as drinking it. Artfully crafted creations will 
introduce you to flavors so unexpected, your taste buds will 
sing for more. Using the freshest ingredients and the finest 
spirits, our expert mixologists find exciting ways to satisfy 
both curious newcomers and cocktail connoisseurs.

TOPLESS TRAVEL
Oceanview Cafe - Deck 14
This café’s décor and offerings reflect that of an international 
marketplace. With a menu influenced by multiple cultures, 
the cuisine takes diners on a voyage around the world. 
Stations available in the marketplace include: made-to-order 
pasta, stir-fry, pizza and sushi, a full salad bar, and a variety 
of appetizer entrées and desserts. Open for breakfast, lunch, 
dinner and late night.
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By Barb & Doug of Erotic Adult Travel (EAT)

PLAY
Sexual activity and/or physical interaction of a sexual 
nature with someone other than your partner.  

FULL SWAP 
“For Those Who Go All The Way” An exchange of partners 
in which the participants have agreed that intercourse is 
permissible and desirable outcome when “playing” with 
others. 

SOFT SWAP
“For those not sure how far they want to go or have 
established a Rule not to go all the way“ This type of play 
generally includes kissing, touching, stroking, and/or oral 
sex — just about anything short of penetration. This is 
also often referred to as soft play, as “swapping” partners 
is not necessarily an integral part of “soft” activities.  
 

BONDAGE, DOMINATION,
SADO-MASOCHISM  
This covers a wide range of different activities, from 
playful teasing and gentle spanking to the application 
of intense pain. There is an entire subculture devoted 
to individual and group exploration of BDSM, with the 
practice as varied as those who enjoy it. Still Curious? 
There is a playroom on board referred to as a dungeon 
or fetish room exclusively devoted to BDSM, with 
introductory demonstrations. You can watch, volunteer 
or participate. 

HALL PASS 
“Isn’t a pass to have sex in the hallways” It is Permission 
from your partner to engage in sexual activity without 
your partner being present.  

UNICORN
“Not the fairy tale myth with one horn” Refers to a single 
female. 

BARE-BACKING
“Not save a horse ride a Cowboy” It is Penetration sex 
without the use of a condom.  

EXHIBITIONISM
 “Could it be a Pornw Star?” It is engaging in sexual 
activity while being watched by others 

VANILLA
“Nothing to do with Ice cream “A term used to describe 
those who are not in the lifestyle, for example, “This 
will be a lifestyle takeover cruise with no vanilla guests 
onboard.” 

COUPLES SPEED DATING
“Thinking Orgy? ” Actually no, each couple is given a 
minute or two to introduce themselves and determine if 
there’s any interest in spending more time together. It’s 
a great way to meet dozens of couples in a short period 
of time and, to make sure you don’t run out of things to 
talk about, there’s usually a list of prepared or suggested 
questions to take the pressure off trying to “make 
conversation.” 
 
ONBOARD MEET & GREETS AND 
SEMINARS
One of the best ways to meet others on the cruise! They 
are listed in the Bliss Program & Daily Onboard Planner, 
to include days and times! Meet as many couples as you 
can by going to these meet and greets and seminars -- and 
then practice your newly learned techniques. Remember, 
it’s one of the main reasons most couples are on the cruise 
— to meet others The subjects will cover a wide range of 
topics for Newbies & Advanced.

LANGUAGE 
OF THE lifestyle
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ADULT playrooms
Playroom Etiquette  -  NO means NO.

Playroom Etiquette - NO 
means NO. No passenger 
is permitted to touch 
another passenger 
without absolute consent 
from both parties. NO 
passenger is permitted 
to hover over a couple or 
group of passengers who 
are playing. Violations 
will result in dismissal 
from the playroom and/or 
banning from entering any 
playroom, and/or removal 
from the ship. There are 
no warnings. This is a 
zero tolerance rule.

There is a playroom 
designated for couples-
only; the Solarium. In this 
playroom, passengers are 

NOT permitted to enter 
unless the male and 
female are present. Once 
any person of the couple 
departs the playroom, 
the other person of the 
couple must vacate the 
playroom. 

In all other playrooms, 
ALL PASSENGERS are 
permitted and there are 
no restrictions to be a 
couple.

For couples who are new 
to the lifestyle and until 
you are comfortable 
with your established 
boundaries, Bliss Cruise 
recommends starting 
your play in the Solarium 

limited to couples-only. 
If you wish to try another 
playroom, that’s fine too, 
so long as you accept 
that the other playrooms 
are not couples-only. 

All playrooms are 
designated for PLAY, 
not conversation . 
Please keep 
conversation volume 
to a minimum or 
you may be asked 
to leave by the 
playroom manager .

Passengers may be 
waiting their turn for play 
space. Upon conclusion 
of your playtime, kindly 

gather your personal 
belongings and exit 
from the play space in a 
respectful manner noting 
that play may still be 
happening next to you. 

For maintenance, Play 
is considered concluded 
one all participants on 
designated mattress 
leave the mattress. 
No mattress-hogging 
permitted. Also, Play beds 
may not be reserved in 
advance. 

No drape peeping. If any 
party closes the drape of 
a mattress area, please 
respect their privacy. 

Due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, rules and regulations 
pertaining to access, occupancy, or other of  the below listed playrooms 
can change without notice at the determination of ship officials. For 
exterior play, the play area is subject to weather conditions.

SOLARIUM PLAYROOM
10 PM - 3 AM - Deck 14 Forward
COUPLES-ONLY
SOLARIUM HOUSE RULES: The Solarium playroom is couples 
in/couples out. This means that if any part of the couple leaves the 
playroom, the other partner is not permitted to stay. No outside 
drinks permitted. A water station is provided for comfort. For noise 
and humidity control, the jacuzzis are closed during playroom 
operational hours. The pool is open for use. There is no sexual 
activity permitted in the pool.

SOLARIUM DRESS CODE: Street clothes are NOT permitted in 
the Solarium Playroom on Deck 14.  Ladies must have on lingerie 
or less. Gents, boxers or less. Robes are permitted. Should you not 
meet the dress code, changing stations are provided at the Solarium 
entrance. Please use a laundry bag for your personal clothing. 
Please drop off the laundry bag at the Solarium exit. 

SOLARIUM SUPERIOR SERVICE: An elite team of lifestyle 
couples provide operational maintenance in the playroom: greeting 

guests, ushering, providing fresh towels, changing sheets, sanitizing 
areas after each use, distributing condoms, lube, and more. If you 
need something, just ask a Bliss team member dressed in a blue 
shirt.  
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THE CONFERENCE CENTER 
PLAYROOM
10 PM - 3 AM - Deck 4
ALL PASSENGERS 
CONFERENCE CENTER PLAYROOM HOUSE RULES: A playroom 
manager is always on duty during operational hours, along with Bliss 
Cruise team members providing maintenance. For passenger safety, no 
outside drinks are permitted. A water station is provided. This playroom 
permits all passengers. If you are seeking a couples-only play environment, 
this playroom may not be a best fit. If you are a single passenger in this 
playroom, meaning you showed up to the playroom without your partner, 
absolute consent is required with any party you are engaging in sexual 
activity. NO means NO and once NO is indicated, it means you must 
suspend any further negotiation. You are also not permitted to hover, nor 
stand in a vicinity where play of others is in progress.

THE CONFERENCE CENTER PLAYROOM DRESS CODE: There are 
no clothing restrictions in this playroom.

THE SPORTS COURT EXTERIOR PLAYROOM
Noon - 6 AM (Sea Days)
On port days the Play Area opens from
10 PM - 6 AM - Deck 15
ALL PASSENGERS
THE SPORTS COURT EXTERIOR PLAYROOM HOUSE RULES: 
All passengers may attend this area, but there is a strict non-hover rule 
for our passengers during operation (strictly enforced). You are not 
permitted to stand near any passengers who are engaging in sexual 
activity. NO means NO and this rule is absolute. This is a clothing-
optional play area.  Unless a special event is announced, there is no 
bar service in this location.  Drinks are permitted, but are carry-in/
carry-out.

THE SPORTS COURT EXTERIOR PLAYROOM  DRESS CODE:  
There are no clothing restrictions in this playroom.

FETISH PLAYROOM
10 PM - 2 AM - Celebrity Central Deck 4
ALL PASSENGERS
FETISH PLAYROOM HOUSE RULES: A playroom manager and a 
fetish master & mistress are always on duty during operational hours. 
For passenger safety, no outside drinks are permitted. A water station is 
provided. Sexual activity is prohibited in seating areas. All passengers are 
permitted into this playroom.

FETISH PLAYROOM DRESS CODE: There are no clothing restrictions 
in this playroom.
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DAY 1
2:00 pm - 3:00 pm   Facebook & Social Media M&G (Unhosted) - Cellar Masters, Deck 4 
3:00 pm - 4:00 pm   Soft Swap M&G (Unhosted) - Passport Bar, Deck 3
3:00 pm - 4:00 pm   Full Swap M&G (Unhosted) - Martini Bar, Deck 4
3:00 pm - 4:00 pm   Kinky Couples M&G (Unhosted) - World Class Bar, Deck 5
5:00 pm - 5:30 pm   Meet & Make a Dinner Date M&G (Unhosted) - Passport Bar, Deck 3
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm   Right Connections Travel M&G - Passport Bar, Deck 3
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm   Castaways Travel M&G - Martini Bar, Deck 4
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm   Lifestyle Cruising M&G - Cellar Masters, Deck 4
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm   SwingLifeStyle.com M&G - Ensemble Lounge, Deck 5
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm   TheSwingerCruise.com M&G - Café Al Bacio, Deck 5
8:00 pm - 9:00 pm   Sober & Sexy M&G (Unhosted) - Café Al Bacio, Deck 5
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm Over 45 M&G - Passport Bar, Deck 3
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm Under 45 M&G - Martini Bar, Deck 4
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm Silver & Sexy M&G - Cellar Masters, Deck 4
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm Non-Swingers M&G (Unhosted) - World Class Bar, Deck 5
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm Party Games M&G - Sky Lounge, Deck 14
Midnight - 1:00 am   Midnight Meetup M&G (Unhosted) - Martini Bar, Deck 4
2:00 am - 3:00 am   Cookies & Milk with Topless Travel - Oceanview Café, Deck 14

Bliss Cruise holds passenger Meet & Greets daily. The Meet & Greets are a great 
opportunity to meet other passengers just like you and cut to the chase relating to 

specific sexual boundaries. All passengers are welcome to attend any Meet and Greet, 
unless specifically indicated. Subject to change.

MEET greet
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DAY 2
Noon - 12:45 pm       Speed Dating M&G - Sky Lounge, Deck 14
Noon - 1:00 pm         Lunchtime Nookie M&G (Unhosted) - Sunset Bar, Deck 15
1:00 pm - 2:00 pm Going Down Under (Aussies and Kiwi’s) M&G (Unhosted)  

 - World Class Bar, Deck 5
2:00 pm - 2:45 pm    Speed Dating M&G - Sky Lounge, Deck 14 
2:00 pm - 3:00 pm    Asian M&G - Cellar Masters, Deck 4
2:30 pm - 3:30 pm    Silver & Sexy M&G - Martini Bar, Deck 4
3:00 pm - 4:00 pm    Over 45 M&G - Passport Bar, Deck 3
3:00 pm - 4:00 pm    Under 45 M&G - World Class Bar, Deck 5
3:00 pm - 4:00 pm    Non-Swingers M&G (Unhosted) - Mast Bar, Deck 14
3:30 pm - 4:30 pm    French M&G - Cellar Masters, Deck 4
3:30 pm - 4:30 pm    Hall Pass M&G - Ensemble Lounge, Deck 5
4:00 pm - 5:00 pm    Veteran’s M&G - Passport Bar, Deck 3
4:00 pm - 5:00 pm    Sober & Sexy M&G (Unhosted) - Café Al Bacio, Deck 5
5:00 pm - 5:30 pm    Meet & Make a Dinner Date M&G (Unhosted) - Passport Bar, Deck 3
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm    Right Connections Travel M&G - Passport Bar, Deck 3
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm    Castaways Travel M&G - Martini Bar, Deck 4
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm    Lifestyle Cruising M&G - Cellar Masters, Deck 4
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm    SwingLifeStyle.com M&G - Ensemble Lounge, Deck 5
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm    TheSwingerCruise.com M&G - Café Al Bacio, Deck 5
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm    Erotic Adult Travel (EAT) M&G - World Class Bar, Deck 5
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm Soft Swap M&G - Passport Bar, Deck 3
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm Full Swap M&G - Martini Bar, Deck 4
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm Silver & Sexy M&G - Ensemble Lounge, Deck 5
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm Kinky Couples M&G - World Class Bar, Deck 5
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm Party Games M&G - Sky Lounge, Deck 14
Midnight - 1:00 am Midnight Meetup M&G (Unhosted) - Martini Bar, Deck 4
2:00 am - 3:00 am Cookies & Milk with Topless Travel - Oceanview Café, Deck 14

DAY 3
Noon - 12:45 pm      Speed Dating M&G - Sky Lounge, Deck 14
Noon - 1:00 pm        Lunchtime Nookie M&G (Unhosted) - Sunset Bar, Deck 15
2:00 pm - 2:45 pm   Speed Dating M&G - Sky Lounge, Deck 14
2:30 pm - 3:30 pm   Ladies Only M&G - Cellar Masters, Deck 4
3:00 pm - 4:00 pm   Full Swap M&G - Martini Bar, Deck 4
3:00 pm - 4:00 pm   Soft Swap M&G - World Class Bar, Deck 5
3:00 pm - 4:00 pm   Non-Swingers M&G (Unhosted) - Mast Bar, Deck 14
3:30 pm - 4:30 pm   Hall Pass M&G - Ensemble Lounge, Deck 5

MEET & greet
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4:00 pm - 5:00 pm   Silver & Sexy M&G - Passport Bar, Deck 3
4:00 pm - 5:00 pm   Kinky Couples M&G - Martini Bar, Deck 4
4:00 pm - 5:00 pm   Bisexual Males & Couples M&G - Cellar Masters, Deck 4
4:00 pm - 5:00 pm   Sober & Sexy M&G (Unhosted) - Café Al Bacio, Deck 5
5:00 pm - 5:30 pm   Meet & Make a Dinner Date M&G (Unhosted) - Passport Bar, Deck 3
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm   Right Connections Travel M&G - Passport Bar, Deck 3
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm   Castaways Travel M&G - Martini Bar, Deck 4
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm   Lifestyle Cruising M&G - Cellar Masters, Deck 4
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm   SwingLifeStyle.com M&G - Ensemble Lounge, Deck 5
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm   TheSwingerCruise.com M&G - Café Al Bacio, Deck 5
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm   Erotic Adult Travel (EAT) M&G - World Class Bar, Deck 5
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm Kinky Couples M&G - Passport Bar, Deck 3
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm Under 45 M&G - Martini Bar, Deck 4
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm Over 45 M&G - Cellar Masters, Deck 5
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm Silver & Sexy M&G - World Class Bar, Deck 5
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm Party Games M&G - Sky Lounge, Deck 14
Midnight - 1:00 am   Midnight Meetup M&G (Unhosted) - Martini Bar, Deck 4
2:00 am - 3:00 am   Cookies & Milk with Topless Travel - Oceanview Café, Deck 14

DAY 4
Noon - 1:00 pm         Lunchtime Nookie M&G (Unhosted) - Sunset Bar, Deck 15
2:00 pm - 3:00 pm    Under 45 M&G (Unhosted) - Martini Bar, Deck 4
2:00 pm - 3:00 pm    Over 45 M&G (Unhosted) - World Class Bar, Deck 5
3:00 pm - 4:00 pm    Non-Swingers M&G (Unhosted) - Mast Bar, Deck 14
4:00 pm - 5:00 pm    Sober & Sexy M&G (Unhosted) - Café Al Bacio, Deck 5
5:00 pm - 5:30 pm    Meet & Make a Dinner Date M&G (Unhosted) - Passport Bar, Deck 3
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm    Right Connections Travel M&G - Passport Bar, Deck 3
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm    Castaways Travel M&G - Martini Bar, Deck 4
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm    Lifestyle Cruising M&G - Cellar Masters, Deck 4
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm    SwingLifeStyle.com M&G - Ensemble Lounge, Deck 5
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm    TheSwingerCruise.com M&G - Café Al Bacio, Deck 5
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm    Erotic Adult Travel (EAT) M&G - World Class Bar, Deck 5
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm  Full Swap M&G - Passport Bar, Deck 3
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm  Soft Swap M&G - Martini Bar, Deck 4
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm  Silver & Sexy M&G - Cellar Masters, Deck 4
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm  Kinky Couples M&G - World Class Bar, Deck 5
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm  Party Games M&G - Sky Lounge, Deck 14
Midnight - 1:00 am    Midnight Meetup M&G (Unhosted) - Martini Bar, Deck 4
2:00 am - 3:00 am    Cookies & Milk with Topless Travel - Oceanview Café, Deck 14

MEET & greet
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MEET & greet
DAY 5
Noon - 1:00 pm         Lunchtime Nookie M&G (Unhosted) - Sunset Bar, Deck 15
2:00 pm - 3:00 pm    Soft Swap M&G (Unhosted)- Cellar Masters, Deck 4
2:00 pm - 3:00 pm    Full Swap M&G (Unhosted) - World Class Bar, Deck 5
3:00 pm - 4:00 pm    Non-Swingers M&G (Unhosted) - Mast Bar, Deck 14
4:00 pm - 5:00 pm    Sober & Sexy M&G (Unhosted) - Café Al Bacio, Deck 5
5:00 pm - 5:30 pm    Meet & Make a Dinner Date M&G (Unhosted) - Passport Bar, Deck 3
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm    Right Connections Travel M&G - Passport Bar, Deck 3
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm    Castaways Travel M&G - Martini Bar, Deck 4
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm    Lifestyle Cruising M&G - Cellar Masters, Deck 4
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm    SwingLifeStyle.com M&G - Ensemble Lounge, Deck 5
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm    TheSwingerCruise.com M&G - Café Al Bacio, Deck 5
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm    Erotic Adult Travel (EAT) M&G - World Class Bar, Deck 5
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm  Over 45 M&G - Passport Bar, Deck 3
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm  Under 45 M&G - Martini Bar, Deck 4
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm  Kinky Couples M&G - Cellar Masters, Deck 4
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm  Silver & Sexy M&G - World Class Bar, Deck 5
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm  Party Games M&G - Sky Lounge, Deck 14
Midnight - 1:00 am    Midnight Meetup M&G (Unhosted) - Martini Bar, Deck 4
2:00 am - 3:00 am    Cookies & Milk with Topless Travel - Oceanview Café, Deck 14

DAY 6
Noon - 1:00 pm        Lunchtime Nookie M&G (Unhosted) - Sunset Bar, Deck 15
2:00 pm - 2:45 pm   Speed Dating M&G - Sky Lounge, Deck 14
3:00 pm - 4:00 pm   Over 45 M&G - Passport Bar, Deck 3
3:00 pm - 4:00 pm   Under 45 M&G - Martini Bar, Deck 4
3:00 pm - 4:00 pm   Kinky Couples M&G - Cellar Masters, Deck 4
3:00 pm - 4:00 pm   Silver & Sexy M&G - World Class Bar, Deck 5
3:00 pm - 4:00 pm   Non-Swingers M&G (Unhosted) - Mast Bar, Deck 14
3:30 pm - 4:30 pm   Hall Pass M&G - Ensemble Lounge, Deck 5
4:00 pm - 5:00 pm   Sober & Sexy M&G (Unhosted) - Café Al Bacio, Deck 5
5:00 pm - 5:30 pm   Meet & Make a Dinner Date M&G (Unhosted) - Passport Bar, Deck 3
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm   Right Connections Travel M&G - Passport Bar, Deck 3
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm   Castaways Travel M&G - Martini Bar, Deck 4
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm   Lifestyle Cruising M&G - Cellar Masters, Deck 4
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MEET & greet
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm    SwingLifeStyle.com M&G - Ensemble Lounge, Deck 5
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm    TheSwingerCruise.com M&G - Café Al Bacio, Deck 5
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm    Erotic Adult Travel (EAT) M&G - World Class Bar, Deck 5
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm  Kinky Couples M&G - Passport Bar, Deck 3
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm  Full Swap M&G - Martini Bar, Deck 4
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm  Silver & Sexy M&G - Cellar Masters, Deck 4
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm  Soft Swap M&G - World Class Bar, Deck 5
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm  Party Games M&G - Sky Lounge, Deck 14
Midnight - 1:00 am    Midnight Meetup M&G (Unhosted) - Martini Bar, Deck 4
2:00 am - 3:00 am    Cookies & Milk with Topless Travel - Oceanview Café, Deck 14

DAY 7
Noon - 1:00 pm        Lunchtime Nookie M&G (Unhosted) - Sunset Bar, Deck 15
3:00 pm - 4:00 pm   Soft Swap M&G - Passport Bar, Deck 3
3:00 pm - 4:00 pm   Kinky Couples M&G - Martini Bar, Deck 4
3:00 pm - 4:00 pm   Silver & Sexy M&G - Cellar Masters, Deck 4
3:00 pm - 4:00 pm   Full Swap M&G - World Class Bar, Deck 5
3:00 pm - 4:00 pm   Non-Swingers M&G (Unhosted) - Mast Bar, Deck 14
3:30 pm - 4:30 pm   Hall Pass M&G - Ensemble Lounge, Deck 5
4:00 pm - 5:00 pm   Sober & Sexy M&G (Unhosted) - Café Al Bacio, Deck 5
5:00 pm - 5:30 pm   Meet & Make a Dinner Date M&G (Unhosted) - Passport Bar, Deck 3
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm   Right Connections Travel M&G - Passport Bar, Deck 3
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm   Castaways Travel M&G - Martini Bar, Deck 4
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm   Lifestyle Cruising M&G - Cellar Masters, Deck 4
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm   SwingLifeStyle.com M&G - Ensemble Lounge, Deck 5
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm   TheSwingerCruise.com M&G - Café Al Bacio, Deck 5
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm   Erotic Adult Travel (EAT) M&G - World Class Bar, Deck 5
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm Under 45 M&G - Martini Bar, Deck 4
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm Over 45 M&G - Cellar Masters, Deck 4
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm Party Games M&G - Sky Lounge, Deck 14
Midnight - 1:00 am   Midnight Meetup M&G (Unhosted) - Martini Bar, Deck 4
2:00 am - 3:00 am   Cookies & Milk with Topless Travel - Oceanview Café, Deck 14
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WORKSHOPS and
DAY 1
Sensual Discovery For The First Time 
Aboard BLISS 
3:00pm - 4:00pm - Celebrity Central, Deck 4 
Presented by James & Champagne
Learn inside tips on what to expect on your first Bliss Cruise 
sailing. Meet new couples just like you and you’ll be off to a great 
start.

Navigating Bliss Cruise Q&A
4:00pm - 5:00pm - Celebrity Central, Deck 4
Presented by Bliss Ambassadors Mike & Lilly
Join your Bliss Ambassadors Mike and Lilly for a rundown 
on how to get down on a Bliss Cruise! This is an interactive 
Q&A session for all passengers to get familiar with the unique 
playrooms on board, as well as helpful insights on what makes 
cruising with Bliss different than any other lifestyle vacation! We 
encourage those who are new to Bliss and especially new to the 
lifestyle or cruising to swing by.

DAY 2
Dirty Bingo
10am - 11:30am - Celebrity Central, Deck 4
Hosted by Stephanie & Fox

Swinging 101 For New Couples Seminar
11:30am - 12:30pm - Celebrity Central, Deck 4
Presented by Lynn, of TheSwingerCruise.com
Learn the in’s-and-out’s of swinging so you can explore at your 
pace and make it a wonderful journey.

Speed Dating Session #1 
11am - Noon - Sky Lounge, Deck 14
Hosted by Bliss Ambassadors  Mike & Lilly 
Wondering where you’ll find the time to meet all the sexy couples 
onboard? Work smarter, not harder, and come to Bliss Speed 
Dating! 3 minute rounds are just long enough to see if there’s a 
sexy spark, and short enough to avoid awkwardness. It’s chaotic, 
unforgettable, and fun! Use the attached M&G to connect deeper 
with your best matches, or approach couples you didn’t get to 
meet during the rounds. Hosted by Bliss Ambassadors Mike and 
Lilly so you can get help with any lifestyle cruising questions you 
may have.

Yoni Workshop
11am - 12:30pm - Conference Center, Deck 4
Presented by Dr. Valerie
Squirting workshop with Dr. Val,  The female ejaculate, known as 
female prostate fluid, is a fountain of enzymes and minerals that 
ancient peoples around the world knew about.

Immerse yourself in the knowledge and wonder of this ‘hidden 
gateway to deeper love and intimacy’ – the G-spot – and its ultra-
feminine source, female ejaculation. Explore the G-spot’s special 
orgasm and the passionate, healing waters of female ejaculation. 
In the women’s workshop, you get luxurious time to yourself to 
re-discover your body and delve much deeper into your sexuality.
In the Couple workshops, you learn exactly how to create the 
G- spot orgasm, and release female ejaculation, bring joy and a 
closer bond to your erotic relationship. You will replace what has 
been missing in your intimacy – both emotionally and physically 
– with easy desire and deeper love for each other.
Get this lovely, divine birthright flowing again!
*This is a ticketed event $99 Per Couple  - Limited to 50 couples 
-Pick up wristband at the Bliss Cruise Help Desk 

Speed Dating Session #2 
1pm - 2pm - Sky Lounge, Deck 14
Hosted by Bliss Ambassadors  Mike & Lilly
Wondering where you’ll find the time to meet all the sexy couples 
onboard? Work smarter, not harder, and come to Bliss Speed 
Dating! 3 minute rounds are just long enough to see if there’s a 
sexy spark, and short enough to avoid awkwardness. It’s chaotic, 
unforgettable, and fun! Use the attached M&G to connect deeper 
with your best matches, or approach couples you didn’t get to 
meet during the rounds. Hosted by Bliss Ambassadors Mike and 
Lilly so you can get help with any lifestyle cruising questions you 
may have.

The Secrets of Seduction
1pm - 2pm - Celebrity Central Deck 4
Presented by Josette Armand, Erotic Lifestyle Author 
on Amazon

Blind Lust
1pm - 2:30pm - Conference Center, Deck 4
Hosted by Stephanie & Fox
*Ticketed Event - Pick up wristband at the Bliss Cruise Help Desk 

Approach, Connect, and Play!
3pm - 4pm - Celebrity Central, Deck 4
Presented by Bliss Ambassadors  Mike & Lilly
Join Bliss Playroom Ambassadors Mike and Lilly as they share 
tried-and-true tips and tricks about the 3 most important skills 
couples use in the Lifestyle: how to properly and efficiently meet 
new people, bond with them quickly, and pull the trigger on 
playtime (all while avoiding drama, anxiety, and hurt feelings)! 
Whether you are a seasoned swinger, or brand new to the 
lifestyle, you will learn (or be reminded) how to be a Lifestyle 
Power Couple that goes for what they want... and gets it!

presentations
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presentations
DAY 3
Lust Languages
10am - 11:30am - Celebrity Central, Deck 4
Hosted by Stephanie & Fox

Discover the Galapagos Xpedition
11am - Noon - Theater, Decks 3,4,5
Presented by Wayne, Partner of Bliss Cruise, 
Champagne of Castaways Travel, and Lynn of 
TheSwingerCruise.com
Are you ready to discover one of the most pristine natural 
environments on the planet? Hear stories and see breathtaking 
images from our past 3 adventures to the Galapagos. Find out 
why the experience is better when you share it with 26 like-
minded couples on these all-inclusive small ship luxury charters. 
Qualify for an invitation to our VIP Galapagos Guest Luncheon 
in Q-sine on Day 6. Sail with us! 

• Galapagos Southern Loop July 27 - Aug 3, 2024
• Galapagos Northern Loop July 19 - 26, 2025

Speed Dating Session #1
11am - Noon - Sky Lounge, Deck 14
Hosted by Bliss Ambassadors  Mike & Lilly 
Wondering where you’ll find the time to meet all the sexy couples 
onboard? Work smarter, not harder, and come to Bliss Speed 
Dating! 3 minute rounds are just long enough to see if there’s a 
sexy spark, and short enough to avoid awkwardness. It’s chaotic, 
unforgettable, and fun! Use the attached M&G to connect deeper 
with your best matches, or approach couples you didn’t get to 
meet during the rounds. Hosted by Bliss Ambassadors Mike and 
Lilly so you can get help with any lifestyle cruising questions you 
may have.

Behind The Green Door
11:30am - 12:30pm - Celebrity Central, Deck 4
Presented by Porn Stars Naomi Foxxx & Peter Fitzwell

Speed Dating Session #2
1pm - 2pm - Sky Lounge, Deck 14
Hosted by Bliss Ambassadors Mike & Lilly 
Wondering where you’ll find the time to meet all the sexy couples 
onboard? Work smarter, not harder, and come to Bliss Speed 
Dating! 3 minute rounds are just long enough to see if there’s a 
sexy spark, and short enough to avoid awkwardness. It’s chaotic, 
unforgettable, and fun! Use the attached M&G to connect deeper 
with your best matches, or approach couples you didn’t get to 
meet during the rounds. Hosted by Bliss Ambassadors Mike and 
Lilly so you can get help with any lifestyle cruising questions you 
may have.

Discovering Your Prostate
1pm - 2:30pm - Celebrity Central, Deck 4
Presented by Dr. Valerie

Pleasuring the Pearl
1pm - 2:30pm - Conference Center, Deck 4
Hosted by Stephanie & Fox
*Ticketed Event - Pick up wristband at the Bliss Cruise Help Desk 

Talk Dirty To Me - Ladies Only Seminar 
1:30pm - 2:15pm - Cellar Masters, Deck 4
Presented by Josette Armand, Erotic Lifestyle Author 
on Amazon

All About Orgies Seminar 
3pm - 4pm - Celebrity Central, Deck 4
Hosted by Bliss Ambassadors Mike & Lilly 
Bliss Ambassadors Mike and Lilly cover everything you want to 
know about attending or hosting an orgy! Topics include: the 
“welcome circle”, common issues, how to host, you don’t have to 
play with everyone, saying no thanks, inviting/excluding people, 
changing your mind during play, logistics, toys, cleanliness, and 
more! Become an orgy-expert and clear the way for all your 
group play fantasies!

Better Box Tie Workshop
4pm - 6pm - Celebrity Central, Deck 4
Presented by Sir Knotty of Carnivale Risque
The Box Tie or TK is one of the most iconic ties in Shibari, arms 
behind the back, and chest framed in wraps of rope. The Better 
Box Tie mimics the iconic look in a version more suitable to any 
body type and skill level. Enhanced comfort means longer wear-
ability for longer rope scenes. Rope for the class is provided.
*This is a ticketed event $100 Per Couple  - Limited to 20 couples 
-Pick up wristband at the Bliss Cruise Help Desk 

DAY 4
Port Day - Oranjestad, Aruba

DAY 5
Port Day - Willemstad, Curacao
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DAY 6
Squirting Seminar
9am - 10:30am - Conference Center, Deck 4
Hosted by Claus & Katrine

Setting Boundaries
10am - 11:30am - Celebrity Central, Deck 4
Hosted by Stephanie & Fox

Prostate Massage Guided Workshop 
11am - 12:30pm - Conference Center, Deck 4
Presented by Dr. Valerie
Join Dr. Val in this fun, educational and pleasure filled prostate 
massage workshop. Men all around the world are discovering 
prostate orgasms and raving about the intense pleasure that you 
can’t experience any other way.
Are you ready to unlock this incredible new sexual experience? If 
you want to take your arousal to a whole new level and tap into the 
limitless pleasure of your prostate, join her in this workshop. Space 
is limited.
*This is a ticketed event $120 Per Couple  - Limited to 25 couples 
-Pick up wristband at the Bliss Cruise Help Desk 

My Wife Wants To Be A Porn Star - How To 
Make Money In Porn
11:30am - 12:30pm - Celebrity Central, Deck 4
Presented by Porn Stars Naomi Foxxx & Peter 
Fitzwell

Speed Dating Session (1 session only)
1pm - 2pm - Sky Lounge, Deck 14
Hosted by Bliss Ambassadors Mike & Lilly 
Wondering where you’ll find the time to meet all the sexy couples 
onboard? Work smarter, not harder, and come to Bliss Speed Dating! 
3 minute rounds are just long enough to see if there’s a sexy spark, 
and short enough to avoid awkwardness. It’s chaotic, unforgettable, 
and fun! Use the attached M&G to connect deeper with your best 
matches, or approach couples you didn’t get to meet during the 
rounds. Hosted by Bliss Ambassadors Mike and Lilly so you can get 
help with any lifestyle cruising questions you may have.

Pleasuring The Penis
1pm - 2:30pm - Conference Center, Deck 4
Hosted by Stephanie & Fox
*Ticketed Event - Pick up wristband at the Bliss Cruise Help Desk 

Rapid Wearable Fashion Body Ties - 
Interactive Free Seminar
1:30pm - 2:30pm - Theater, Decks 4,5
Presented by Sir Knotty of Carnivale Risque
Expand your kink wardrobe with quick and easy rope outfits and 
accents. Simple techniques are a great start to a rope journey and 

this is where to begin. You are encouraged to bring 2 pieces of rope 
and tie along with us and leave wearing your kinky creation for all 
to see.

Approach, Connect, and Play!
3pm - 4pm - Celebrity Central, Deck 4
Presented by Bliss Ambassadors  Mike & Lilly
Join Bliss Playroom Ambassadors Mike and Lilly as they share tried-
and-true tips and tricks about the 3 most important skills couples 
use in the Lifestyle: how to properly and efficiently meet new 
people, bond with them quickly, and pull the trigger on playtime 
(all while avoiding drama, anxiety, and hurt feelings)! Whether you 
are a seasoned swinger, or brand new to the lifestyle, you will learn 
(or be reminded) how to be a Lifestyle Power Couple that goes for 
what they want... and gets it!

DAY 7
Sexy Self Esteem
10am - 11:30am - Celebrity Central, Deck 4
Hosted by Stephanie & Fox

All About Orgies Seminar
1pm - 2pm - Celebrity Central, Deck 4
Hosted by Bliss Ambassadors Mike & Lilly 
Bliss Ambassadors Mike and Lilly cover everything you want to 
know about attending or hosting an orgy! Topics include: the 
“welcome circle”, common issues, how to host, you don’t have to 
play with everyone, saying no thanks, inviting/excluding people, 
changing your mind during play, logistics, toys, cleanliness, and 
more! Become an orgy-expert and clear the way for all your 
group play fantasies!

Tantalizing Tantra
1pm - 2:30pm - Conference Center, Deck 4
Hosted by Stephanie & Fox
*Ticketed Event - Pick up wristband at the Bliss Cruise Help Desk 

Closing Ritual
4pm - 6pm - Conference Center, Deck 4
Presented by Dr. Valerie
Dr. Val will be your guide during this special designed 
workshop, you will be deeply nourished as you are guided 
through sexual tantric connection practices designed to 
empower and recharge after play. You will enhance your skills 
to enhance your sensual spiritual connection with your partner.  
Space is limited.
*This is a ticketed event $99 Per Couple (Shared mattress) - Limited 
to 50 couples - Pick up wristband at the Bliss Cruise Help Desk 

WORKSHOPS and presentations
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HOSTS and PRESENTERS
LYNN OLIVARI, CHT
lynnolivari.com

Lynn is a Mind-Body Connection Expert. Her superpower is an intuitive view - it’s as if she 
can see right into someone and know what is holding them back. And the good news is she 
also sees simple solutions to remove those barriers.

She is a Master Hypnotist, and hypnotherapist specializing in Rapid Transformation. 
Studied at the University of Iowa and postgraduate at Aurora University.

Lynn has shared her skillset on more than 38 swinger cruises and is passionate about 
helping couples get the most out of their cruise experiences. Lynn is also the founder of 

TheSwingerCruise.com and has been teaching new couples how to use the lifestyle to make their relationship stronger for 
16 years.

DR. VALERIE POPPEL
Dr. Valerie Poppel is a world-renowned clinical sexologist, sex coach, sex researcher and 
motivational speaker. Her methodologies for helping individuals and couples achieve 
their desired sexual potential are well known.  As a co-founder of then Swann Center, 
with her husband Gerhard Poppel, they have coached hundreds of couples throughout 
the world, spreading their hands-on approach to sexual healing.  Dr. Valerie’s true passion 
lies in working with individuals and couples to achieve their sexual goals. Whether it’s a 
desire to heal sexual dysfunction, overcome shame, or deepen an intimate connection, 
Dr. Valerie is at home with finding the solution. Dr. Valerie ‘s work has been featured on 
TV programs, newspapers and podcast.  

From public speaking to TV appearances, Dr. Valerie is sure to infuse her message with knowledge, wit, and demonstration to 
keep you engaged, inspired and begging for more.   You can reach her at valerie@swanncenter.com and www.swanncenter.com.

MIKE AND LILLY
From the wall-flowers to the social butterflies, Bliss wants to make every passenger’s 
experience feel special! Our Bliss Ambassadors, Mike and Lilly Diretto (of Diretto Lifestyle 
Skills) are here to help make sure you have as much fun as possible, and maybe even 
more than you imagined! With their authentic passion for helping people navigate and 
connect in the Lifestyle, Mike and Lilly are excited to help you make memories with friends 
onboard, and in bed! You’re encouraged to join the dynamic duo at Speed Dating, their 
multiple seminars, and nightly Party Games M&G. Whether it’s your first or fourteenth 
Bliss Cruise, the Diretto’s are here to help you make the most of this amazing lifestyle 
adventure! 

SIR KNOTTY AND HIS MONSTER OF 
CARNIVALE RISQUE 
Sir Knotty has been rigging for more than 20 years and teaching for a decade. He has 
performed at Art Undressed, Art Walk Miami, and entertained at countless fetish 
takeovers. A staff rigger at Club Swinkster in Secrets Resort Orlando, his teaching style 
focuses on rope and tie engineering. Taking rope beyond the traditional copy and mimic, 
he encourages and helps everyone to develop their own unique style.
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Joe & Shelley - Topless Travel
Joe and Shelley are the Owner/Operators of Topless Travel, one of the largest volume 
lifestyle travel agencies in the world. Shelley’s background is in computer programming 
and Joe’s is in Real Estate Development and General Contracting. By combining their 
passion for traveling the world with years in the lifestyle, they partnered with the owner 
of SLS.com and started Topless Travel in the fall of 2010. Their first group was at Hedonism 
with only 100 people, but now they produce 15 or more different themed lifestyle events 
annually to Hedonism, Temptations, and Desire resorts as well as creating incredible 
boutique ‘bucket list’ events for lifestyle couples that want to visit great world heritage 
sites such as their signature Safari to East Africa during the Great Migration to one of the 
National Geographic facilities. Their experience in dealing with 10’s of thousands of their 
clients and what works best for them has earned them an extraordinary reputation for 
superior customer satisfaction as well as a record of repeat client bookings above 90%.

 

Champagne & James - Castaways Travel 
Jim & Donna, aka James & Champagne, met at the Houston Airport in 1981, when Jim 
borrowed a pen. They started FOX Travel in 1984 & today they have 3 divisions: FOX Travel 
for traditional travel, Castaways Travel and BLISS Cruises. Since their passion for travel 
drives them, they have helped many Castaways clients with “Vanilla” travel so they are now 
FOX Travel clients too. FOX has Bucket list trips for 2022 & 2023.  They feel their personal 
touch is Castaways’ key ingredient in doing a great job. What they like most is getting to 
meet wonderful people, many of whom have become great friends & guests wanting 
to have FUN! Per Champagne, “We love First timers, and we welcome them knowing 
everyone starts somewhere, plus our returning guests book the BLISS cruises to EXPLORE 
EVERYTHING! They realize they can’t do everything on just one cruise. And, they probably 
have not been on a cruise that allows them to explore what they & their partner may want. 
In our 38 years of meeting thousands of people, we’ve learned the word “FUN” has many 
different definitions, and we don’t care what your definition of FUN is, just that you plan to 
HAVE A LOT OF IT when you travel with FOX Travel, Castaways Travel and BLISS....... until the 
NEXT CRUISE that is! ”BTW, they married at Gate B10 in Houston’s Intercontinental Airport 
January, 1989, where they had originally met in 1981 and, in their words: “Are traveling 
through the rest of their lives Together!”

 

Amishka & Don - Right Connections Travel
If you have not met me yet my name is Don Hughes, Owner of Right Connections Travel. 
Before I tell you a little bit about Right Connections Travel, I would like to tell you about 
my staff as they are the reason your experience is Top Notch. We have Amishka Hughes- 
Reservations/ Groups Manager, Sharee McCutchen- Travel Specialist, Jana Smith – Travel 
Specialist, all together we form Right Connections Travel on board your cruise. We strive to 
create the best customer service and atmosphere you can have! Don’t just take our word 
for it ask our current clients why they have the Right Connections…. Right Connections has 
been a major influence in the Adult Lifestyle Industry, from being in the business for more 
than 20 years. A major role in building the brand of Desire & Temptation Resorts. Right 
Connections is not another mainstream Travel Agency. We specialize in Adult Only Travel. 
Our mission is to investigate and offer only the best Resorts and Lifestyle Cruises dedicated 

TOP TRAVEL AGENTS
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to the Adult Lifestyle. We offer adult vacations that are designed to entice the senses, arouse your deepest desires, and 
offer you a chance to experience an unparalleled sensual vacation with rules that would never be allowed at mainstream 
hotels or cruises.

Right Connections guests are treated like royalty in any Adult vacation you decide. As well as your cruise vacation there 
is always a Right Connections Agent on the cruise to assist you. You are more than just another Internet Reservation, you 
are a valued customer of Right Connections! Most couples have the availability for one vacation per year. We strive to 
make sure your vacation is perfect in every way, starting from the moment you book. So trust your next Adult Vacation to 
Right Connections Travel. We would love to be the company that makes you have the perfect vacation! Ask yourself this 
question “Do You Have The Right Connections?” for your next naughty adult trip…

LIFESTYLECRUISING.COM

Lynn Olivari - TheSwingerCruise.com
Your time off is too valuable to waste on a mediocre vacation. At TheSwingerCruise.com we 
make sure you are thrilled from the beginning to the end. We specialize in the authentic 
experiences you crave. Our passion is to help you experience more joy on your journey 
and to truly feel more LIFE in your life!
Together with you, we are creating ‘The Travel Book of Joy.’ This is your invitation to 
experience every journey and adventure we create together as a chapter of what is 
possible and what was meant to be. Because the TSC Agency travels with all of their 
groups, you will always have personal access to destination experts. Our guests report 
they get the maximum enjoyment out of each cruise by using our  ‘Get Ready Countdown 
& Checklists.’
Traveling Overseas? We urge you to experience one of TSC’s VIP pre-cruise events. These 
are curated for in-depth destination immersion and to help you connect before you get 
on the ship. Guests report that TSC clients always have more fun!
Our founder, Lynn, is honored to be known as the ‘Official Swinging 101 Educator’ for 
Bliss Cruise. This experience helps you find the vacation that’s tuned in and just right 
for you! That is why we have such a huge group of eager repeat clients. TSC has created 
amazing vacations for more than 53,703 people over the past 25 years. We look forward 
to traveling with you!

Wayne & Haiyan - Lifestyle Cruising
The top reason to book with LIFESTYLE CRUISING.COM is the knowledge of the cruising 
products that we possess. Want to book a small group of your lifestyle friends or even 
if you want to book a full ship charter. Please stop us and talk to us about your cruising 
needs, you will be glad you did. 

Barb & Doug - Erotic Adult Travel (EAT)
Top 3 Reasons to book with Erotic Adult Travel.  We don’t just SELL Travel - It is our 
Passion We provide the quality of service and attention to detail that we would expect. 
We personally travel & host the vacations we offer. We specialize in Adult Only, Lifestyle, 
Clothing Optional travel so we understand our client’s needs.
We Invite You to our Nightly Meet & Greets in The EAT World Class Bar On Deck 5 
Midship nightly ( Except On Embarkation Day) from 5:30 pm to 6:30 pm and Meet All 
Our EAT Friends.
Thank you and have a great cruise.
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THEMEnightsnights

*The order of the themes is subject to change.

You just can’t have a lifestyle cruise without having a theme for each night! Let 
your imagination run wild when planning your costumes. It is not required that you 
dress in theme but it can add some extra fun to the evening!

DAY 1 - Birthstone Colors - What’s your color? To keep 
things easy for the first night, dress in your birthstone 
color. Let’s find out which month is the most popular.

 

DAY 2 - Pimps, Hoes, & Gigolos- Calling all pimps, hoes 
and gigolos for a night of naughty fun. Break out the 
“Mac Daddy” pimp hats, over-the-top bling, and dresses 
so short they could be a top.  

DAY 3 - Black & White Formal Night - Dress to impress 
for our formal night in classic black and white attire.

  

DAY 4 - Glow Night - Join us poolside for a Glow Night 
party as we drift from island to island. This poolside 
passenger favorite brings out the “Glow” in all of us. 

 

DAY 5 - Sex, Drinks, & Rock n’ Roll - Let’s party like 
a rock star and indulge in the world of sex, drinks (no 
drugs allowed on the cruise) and rock n roll. Will you be a 
groupie or a rock god?

  

DAY 6 - Angels & Demons/Fetish Night - Dust off 
your wings and halo or maybe sharpen your horns and 
pitchfork. Everyone has that ultimate choice to make. 
Should I be good or bad tonight? If you don’t want to 
choose between good or bad, then dress in whatever 
fetish you want to explore.

  

DAY 7 - ABC - Anything but Clothes - Do you know your 
ABCs? Yes, it’s “anything but clothes.” Duct tape, saran 
wrap, feathers…get creative and show us what you got 
during this final themed night.
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FEATUREDDJ’s
DJ Philly Phil  
(Spring Valley, New York) 

Legend has it that DJ Philly Phil was actually born with two turntables 
and a mic. Credited sets are with Hot 97, Power 105.1, La Mega 97.9, 
and Z100 of the northeast.   

DJ Philly Phil has also made all Bliss Cruise sailings. He holds one of the 
highest passenger favorable-rankings in surveys. Passengers will dance 
to the moves from hip-hop, club, rock, 50’s, 60’s, 70’s, 80’s, 90’s, today’s 
hits, right down to Latin music. You name it, you get it with DJ Philly 
Phil.

DJ Izel  
(Houston, Texas) 

A sexy Latina from Houston Texas. DJ Izel has a vibe an energy that is 
immediately transferred in every corner of the dancefloor. She has 
rocked the nightlife from Houston to the night beaches of Cancun. 
Her passion in EDM, electro house, tribal and house music rock the 
clubbing floors with their amazing sound infecting the crowd. She 
has been a DJ since 2019, along with her experienced husband DJ 
Omaar who thought her how to DJ, but she continues to grow into a 
powerhouse of a DJ. When she is not busy, she practices in creative hot 
mixes. It is the quality of her performance whilst in front and behind 
the turntables. You can really feel and see the passion for house music 
when you listen to this lady.

So, watch out when you see her on stage, you won’t be disappointed!!

DJ Steven B 
(Oshkosh, Wisconsin) 

DJ Steven B is not your average DJ! His love of music ran so deep 
that he left a successful business to pursue his true passion of DJing. 
Steven B is rocking the lifestyle scene from coast to coast and is gaining 
momentum while creating a huge fan base. He is definitely a favorite 
on Bliss Cruise.

Steven B has also opened up for and performed alongside top national 
recording artists including Jamie Fox, Fat Joe, Nelly, Ludacris, Marc 
Anthony and Soulja Boy, to name a few.

Once again voted hottest nightclub DJ in Wisconsin for the 9th year in 
a row, Steven B has been performing at some of the hottest clubs in 
Los Angeles, Chicago, Miami and Vegas and recently performed at Tao 
Nightclub in Las Vegas and Studio 54 in Los Angeles as well as DJing 20 
straight nights at 20 nightclubs in Taiwan.
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DJ Omaar   
(Houston, Texas) 

He believes that music is an escape. Music is therapy. An escape. 
It takes you places. A place where you lose yourself and then find 
yourself. International DJ for 13 years specializing in open format 

and moving the dance floor. Has opened for Scottyboy, DiskoPretty. 
He has also opened sets for Stonebridge. Donald Glaude, Lizzie 

Curious, The Riddler and Marcus Shulz!

DJ C-Lo
(New York, New York) 

DJ C-Lo has played at exclusive events for 50 Cent, Cee Lo Green 
of Gnarls Barkley, Fabolous, Rick Ross, Jim Jones, Lloyd Banks and 

Tony Yayo. He’s had the honor of playing at events hosted by Nike, 
Adidas, Best Buy, X96.3FM (WXNY), Hot 97.1 FM (WQHT-NY), the 

Intrepid Sea-Air Space Museum and the world famous Ringling 
Bros. and Barnum and Bailey Circus. Sports franchises like the New 

York Jets, New York Giants and New York Knicks have called upon DJ 
C-Lo to provide entertainment at past events. Throughout the years 

he’s also played at the annual “Stoked Skate Jam Day” hosted by 
Stoked Mentoring Organization, a non-profit program that supports 

inner city youth, and ESPN’s X-Games Sal Masekela and Zoo York 
and 5BoroNYC professional skateboard teams.

DJ C-Lo’s work in the nightclub scene has awarded him past guest 
appearances on B.E.T.’s former popular daily evening cable show 

“106 & Park”, and on the radio dial, Shade 45 (Sirius Satellite), Hot 
97.1FM (WQHT-NY). He’s also made weekly appearances at the 

New York Yankees Comedy Championship Series at Yankee Stadium. 
In 2007, DJ C-Lo was awarded “Best Mixtape Collaboration” along 

w/ DJ Danny S at the Latin Urban Mixx Awards. In 2008, after 
capturing the best mixtape collaboration award, C-Lo was awarded 

“Best Club DJ of the Year” along with colleague DJ Camilo.
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FEATUREDentertainment

The Lalas
The Lalas are the best in burlesque. The show is equally hilarious and sexy and will have you at the edge of your seat, jaw 
dropped, and hootin’ and hollerin’ like you’ve never thought possible. Perfect for date night, girls’ night out, or just looking 
to see some empowered women rock the stage, The Lalas is the show for you. It’s 75 minutes of classic rock & blues music, 
perfectly choreographed dance moves, and so much fringe you’ll wonder how they got it all on the plane. The Los Angeles 
based women that you’ll see on stage are all full-time working pros in the biz.  You’ve seen them on so many TV shows, 
commercials, films, and touring with pop artists, you’re practically best friends.

Mark Maze - Karaoke 
Mark Maze is an award winning entertainer. His quick wit and 
friendly personality make Mark a favorite at lifestyle events 
everywhere. His many shows include; comedy magic, acoustic 
guitar entertainment, karaoke, DJ/VJ, custom game shows, 
emcee. Mark has opened for Lionel Richie and others. Don’t 
miss this opportunity to enjoy top lifestyle entertainment by 
Mark Maze.

Karysma - Latin Band
This Latin band formed in the city of Miami in 2010. 
The quad has delivered sounds and performances 
showcasing Salsa, Bachata, Merengue, Reggaeton, 
ballads and much more. 
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Christy Miller
Christy Miller has been doing stand up for over 26 years. The first half of her 
career she spent at the world famous Comedy Store on the Sunset Strip where 
she caught the eyes of legendary comics such as Paul Mooney and Andrew 
“Dice” Clay with her vulgar, balls out, nothing sacred style of standup. From that 
point she got the chance to open for the Diceman and was featured on his album 
cover “Face Down, Ass Up.” It was Paul Mooney who really took her on the road 
to feature for him. He took her to New York City her first time in 1999 and made 
her his permanent feature act at Caroline’s on Broadway by 2005. Relocating 
to NYC, Christy found her groove in the comedy scene with Paul Mooney and 
built quite a name for herself in the urban circuit. Paul Mooney gave her the 
nickname “Nasty Barbie” because no one can do dirty like she can. During her 
first year living in NYC, Christy fell into the world of roller derby in the Bronx with 
the Gotham Girls Roller Derby. Tryouts landed her in the draft for the ‘06 season 

skating for the Manhattan Mayhem. After 2 seasons, under the alias ‘Bitchie Slambora’, Christy retired to focus more on 
her original calling of stand up. Years spent at Caroline’s on Broadway opening for Paul Mooney gave her the balls to go out 
on her own and pave her own way. Since then, she has reunited with Andrew “Dice” Clay as one of his opening acts. Over 
the years, Christy has been featured on such shows as “Best Damn Sports Show Period”, “Boy Meets World”, BET’s “Comic 
Mania”, Tammy Pescatelli’s “Stand Up Mother” and films like “Strange Days” and “Nixon”. She was also featured on Vinny 

Pastore’s “The Wiseguys Show” on Sirius XM and during roller derby season was the host 
of “Radio Free Derby” for the Gotham Girls Roller Derby.” Nowadays you can hear her 
weekly hosting her 2 podcasts “Celebra-TEA!” (as featured in the NY Comedy Festival) 
and “Lunch Money” with Gina Savage www.youtube.com/c/ChristyMillerComedy.

Kings of Queen
THE REINCARNATED - Based in Orange County, CA, The Kings of Queen perform all of their 

vocal and instrumental parts live without any need for overdubs or vocal tracks.  Given that 
their lead singer has been dubbed as the reincarnated Freddie Mercury, frontman Emo 

Alaeddin is quite the spectacle.
THE MAN UP FRONT - In addition, Alaeddin’s vocal tone and range makes the live shows 

just like the real thing. Equally important to his vocals and looks are the costumes, 
which Alaeddin is known to change up to four times in one performance. After all, 

when it comes to stepping into the shoes of the greatest rockstar ever to walk 
the earth, covering every base is of the utmost importance. Moreover, a live 

experience of The Kings of Queen is the reason they have sold out venues 
and festivals time and time again since their formation in 2021.

Amber Gartner
Amber grew up outside Denver, Colorado, and she began playing piano and singing at 
the age of seven. While she took years off from both, she found her way back through 
performing Lady Gaga songs on the piano. She started out working at a dueling piano 
bar in Denver and has been entertaining on cruise ships for over three years. Amber 
also writes original music and has recorded some of her songs for radio and streaming 
distribution.

SOUNDS JUST LIKE THE RECORD - Despite 
the numerous voices on Queen records, 
The Kings of Queen possess the ability to 
bring the 4-part harmonies live to the stage. 
Consequently, this transforms the live 
performance into a showcase matching the 
recorded treasures.
With all of this in mind, don’t miss out on an 
opportunity to relive the magic of Freddie 
Mercury and Queen.
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BODYartists
Body art is an exciting way for you to spice up your lifestyle journey. You may participate by complimenting 
your themed outfit with a creative splash of art. Many passengers even go all-in with full body art creations. 
Each design is a transformation by our experienced body painting artists, and the work speaks for itself. Find 
our highly talented body artists each day on the pool deck, and you may even make special reservations with 
them directly.

Cheryl Ann Lipstreu is a world 
champion international and 
national award winning 
bodypainting artist. She is a 
classical portrait artist, muralist 
and illustrator, filling the world 
with color one brush stroke at 
a time. She also rocked the Skin 
Wars community appearing and 
advancing in Season 2 growing to 
become a fan favorite.

Avi Ram is from Fort Lauderdale, 
originally from Israel. 
Professional airbrush artist and 
a body painter. In 2015 he was 
runner up in a reality show “Skin 
Wars “ season 2. Avi also has 
been a mentor and taught body 
painting for many years. He can 
take any of your ideas and make 
it come to life .

Cheryl Ann Lipstreu  Avi Ram
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LE PETIT CHEF AT QSINE
The world-renowned artists of Skullmapping™, presented 
by TableMation™ have reached a true pinnacle of their 
custom 3D table animation art form. This dining experience 
is beautifully choreographed with an elegant menu created 
by Michelin Star Chef.

MURANO
A contemporary take on classic French cuisine. Impeccable service, 
classic design, world-class cuisine, and comfortable sophistication 
are the distinguishing features of Murano. Experience tableside 
lobster presentation, an expansive selection of artisanal cheeses 
from around the world, and our extensive American and French 
wine lists.

SUSHI ON FIVE
Wildly popular from the day it appeared, Sushi on Five satisfies 
your craving for locally sourced, authentically prepared sushi 
and other Japanese specialties. Treat yourself to the complex 
flavors of a hand-made sushi roll or nigiri featuring tuna 
albacore, shrimp, eel, and other fresh selections, or savor the 
simplicity of yellowtail, salmon, and octopus sashimi. Your 
culinary experience would be incomplete without dessert, be 
sure to try the caramelized gingerbread with wasabi gelato.

TUSCAN GRILLE
Rustic elegance with a contemporary, minimalistic edge. Guests 
dining in Tuscan Grille will enjoy a lively, sophisticated atmosphere, 
serving iconic Italian dishes with a modern twist. Our fresh, original 
menu features handmade pasta, artisanal salumi, fish, butcher cut 
meats, and USDA Prime dry aged steaks. Our regional Italian wine 
menu features authentic Italian cocktails and beers, as well as our 
house made Limoncello.

SPECIALTY dining
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MAST GRILL
Gourmet food poolside. Enjoy delicious 
eats while you relax in the sun. Grab a great 
burger in a relaxed, poolside environment.

OCEANVIEW CAFÉ
With a menu influenced by multiple cultures, 
the Oceanview Cafe’s cuisine takes diners on 
a voyage around the world. Stations available 
in the marketplace include made-to-order 
pasta, stir-fry, pizza, sushi, a full salad bar, and 
a variety of appetizer entrées and desserts.

MAIN RESTAURANT
This sophisticated restaurant with a wide range 
of globally-inspired dishes created by a Michelin-
starred chef will provide the fine dining experience 
you love while you’re on vacation. The airy Main 
Restaurant offers exquisite menu selections, which 
change nightly to give you a variety of classic and 
contemporary choices.

BLU
As an AquaClass® guest, you can enjoy this exclusive restaurant 
for breakfast and dinner. The spa-inspired cuisine at Blu is an 
imaginative way of preparing popular dishes without fussiness or 
pretense. Personalized service, inviting surroundings, and natural 
light are all part of the fresh and bold aesthetic of Blu.

LUMINAE
We’ve joined culinary forces with the iconic Chef Daniel Boulud. As 
our Global Culinary Brand Ambassador, Chef Boulud has designed 
complimentary signature dishes for Luminae, our private dining 
experience included for all guests of The Retreat.

THE LAWN CLUB GRILL
Experience the thrill of grilling near a lawn of fresh-cut grass 
while surrounded by an endless view of the sea. Enjoy one-on-
one interaction with our chefs, receiving a lesson in proper grilling 
techniques, and learning other tricks of the trade. Choose from a 
gourmet salad bar, build your own pizza, and enjoy more than 12 
grill specialties, including USDA Choice Beef; poultry; seafood; and 
vegetables.

THE PORCH
Relax and gaze out over the deep blue sea or the swaying grass 
of the Lawn Club, while enjoying fresh-caught fare. The Porch 
features soups, salads, raw bar, burgers, and a delicious seafood 
tower, all complemented by our signature cocktails and refreshing 
beverages. The best part? No reservations required. 

COMPLIMENTARY dining
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